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Shortly after lasers were invented it was suggested to 
use them to accelerate particles. 

Koichi Shimoda, Applied Optics 1 (1), 33 (1961) 

Shimoda, Appl. Opt. 1 (1), 33 (1961)
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Future experiments with a stronger second stage inter-
action will be needed to further explore issues such as
charge capture. This might be provided by using photonic
band gap structures [12] to build optical scale dielectric
waveguides for guiding the laser [13]. Such a device could
sustain large accelerating gradients approaching 1 GeV=m
while at the same time requiring less pulse energy due to
the small transverse dimensions leading to good coupling
efficiency [14]. The first experiments with such devices are
currently being planned.
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FIG. 6. (Color) Correlation of electron spectrum centroid energy (left), energy spread (center), and asymmetry (right) with the
corrected phase subtracting slow drift. The error bars are the deviations of the means for the binned data. Also shown are sinusoidal fits
to each set.
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On-chip integrated laser-driven particle accelerator
Neil V. Sapra1*, Ki Youl Yang1, Dries Vercruysse1, Kenneth J. Leedle1, Dylan S. Black1, R. Joel England2,
Logan Su1, Rahul Trivedi1, Yu Miao1, Olav Solgaard1, Robert L. Byer1, Jelena Vučković1

Particle accelerators represent an indispensable tool in science and industry. However, the size and cost
of conventional radio-frequency accelerators limit the utility and reach of this technology. Dielectric
laser accelerators (DLAs) provide a compact and cost-effective solution to this problem by driving
accelerator nanostructures with visible or near-infrared pulsed lasers, resulting in a 104 reduction of
scale. Current implementations of DLAs rely on free-space lasers directly incident on the accelerating
structures, limiting the scalability and integrability of this technology. We present an experimental
demonstration of a waveguide-integrated DLA that was designed using a photonic inverse-design
approach. By comparing the measured electron energy spectra with particle-tracking simulations, we
infer a maximum energy gain of 0.915 kilo–electron volts over 30 micrometers, corresponding to an
acceleration gradient of 30.5 mega–electron volts per meter. On-chip acceleration provides the
possibility for a completely integrated mega–electron volt-scale DLA.

D
ielectric laser accelerators (DLAs) have
emerged as a promising alternative
to conventional radio-frequency accel-
erators because of the large damage
threshold of dielectric materials (1, 2);

the commercial availability of powerful, near-
infrared femtosecond pulsed lasers; and the
low-cost, high-yield nanofabrication processes
that produce them. Together, these advan-
tages allow DLAs to make an impact in the
development of applications requiringmega–
electron volt energy beams of nanoampere
currents, such as tabletop free-electron lasers,
targeted cancer therapies, and compact imag-
ing sources (3–7).

DLAs are designed by choosing an appro-
priate pitch and depth of a periodic structure
such that the near fields are phase matched
to electrons of a specific velocity (8, 9). These
structures, together with focusing elements,
integrated electron sources, and microbunch-
ing structures, form the building blocks to
achieve mega–electron volt-scale energy gain
through cascaded stages of acceleration (10–13).
Previous demonstrations of DLAs have relied
on free-space lasers directly incident on the
accelerating structure, often pillars or gratings
made of fused silica or silicon (14–20). How-
ever, free-space excitation requires bulky optics;
therefore, integration with photonic circuits

would enable increased scalability, robustness,
and impact of this technology.
Integration with photonic waveguides rep-

resents a design challenge because of dif-
ficulties in accounting for scattering and
reflections of the waveguide mode from sub-
wavelength features. Although tuning the geo-
metric parameters and location of a few etched
holes in the waveguide is possible (21), this
requires brute-force optimization of only a
small subset of the design space. Instead, we
used an inverse-design approach to develop
a waveguide-integrated DLA on a 500-nm
device layer silicon-on-insulator (SOI) plat-
form, which allows for expansion of the de-
sign space (22). This on-chip accelerator is
demonstrated by coupling light from a pulsed
laser through a broadband grating coupler
and exciting a waveguide mode that acts as
the source for the accelerator (Fig. 1A).
To meet the phase-matching condition, the

periodicity of the accelerating structure, L, is
set by L = bl, where b = v/c is the ratio of the
velocities of the incident electrons to the speed
of light and l is the center wavelength of the
pump laser (23). To match experimental pa-
rameters, we designed for a center pump
wavelength of 2 mm and an input electron
velocity of v = 0.5c, resulting in an accelera-
tor period of L = 1 mm. Fig. 1B captures the
geometry of the optimization problem. Using

RESEARCH
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Fig. 1. Inverse design of on-chip particle accelerator.
(A) Schematic (not to scale) depicting components
of the on-chip accelerator. An inverse-designed
grating couples light from a normally incident
free-space beam into the fundamental mode of
a slab waveguide (inset 1). The excited waveguide
mode then acts as the excitation source for the
accelerating structure. The accelerator structure,
also created through inverse design, produces
near fields that are phase matched to an input
electron beam with initial energy of 83.4 keV. Inset 2
depicts the phase-matched fields and electron
at half an optical cycle (t/2) apart. (B) Geometry
of the optimization problem. We designed on a 500-nm
silicon (gray), 3-mm buried oxide layer (light-blue)
SOI material stack. Periodic boundary conditions
(green) are applied in the z-direction, with a period
of L = 1 mm, and perfectly matched layers were used
in the remaining directions (orange). We optimized
the device over a 3-mm design region (yellow) with
an input source of the fundamental TE0 mode. During
the optimization, a 250-nm channel for the electron
beam to travel in is maintained. (C) SEM image of
the final accelerator design obtained from the
inverse-design method. A frame from a time-domain
simulation of the accelerating fields, Ez, is overlaid.
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the laser wavenumber, and n2= 2.48 ! 10!16 cm2W!117 is the
nonlinear refractive index, consistent with an independently
measured z-scan18 through the substrate. In a simpli!ed picture,
this self-phase modulation works to saturate the energy gain by
forcing an otherwise synchronous electron to sample a changing
phase. For E0= 6 GVm!1, !! > ", causing the sign of the !eld to
"ip and effectively halting the acceleration. Since the saturation
can be explained by inclusion of a Kerr dephasing term in E, the
peak axial !eld in the structure is #E0= 1.8 ± 0.3 GVm!1 for
the highest incident !eld (E0= 9 GVm!1) in Fig. 1e. The value
#= 0.2 is obtained by !tting the data to simulation as explained in
the next section. Due to the nonlinear saturation, the correspond-
ing average gradient is !G= !Emax/Leff= 850MeVm!1 where Leff
is an effective interaction length (see Methods for discussion).

Simulations using measured input laser pro!les. The effect of
the nonlinear material response on the DLA energy gain is
simulated in three steps (Fig. 2a): !rst, the incident amplitude and
phase (up to a time-reversal ambiguity) are reconstructed from a
frequency resolved optical gating (FROG) measurement upstream
of the DLA; second, that reconstructed beam envelope is
numerically propagated through 499 "m of silica by solving a
generalized nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE) (see
Methods) using a split-step Fourier solver on an adaptive
grid19; and !nally the grating layer is simulated by the

commercial !nite-difference time domain (FDTD) code Lume-
rical20, using the output of the NLSE as a source.

At low intensities the NLSE reduces to linear dispersion, but at
high intensities it predicts signi!cant nonlinear contributions,
which can saturate the energy gain. The simulation includes self-
focusing, self-steepening, Raman scattering21 and multiphoton
absorption22; but at moderate intensities the dominant feature is
the intensity-dependent phase modulation (Kerr effect). This is
illustrated in Fig. 2b, c, which show respectively the measured
envelope of the laser used as input to the simulation and the
corresponding output of the NLSE for E0= 4.75 GVm!1. Self-
focusing is evident in the increased amplitude (blue curve) of E!t"
in Fig. 2b, while the effects of self-steepening and multiphoton
absorption are not noticible. Free carrier generation is not
included in the propagator, because a post-hoc calculation of the
free carrier density23,24 suggests that the induced phase change is
negligible compared to the Kerr effect until very near the damage
threshold.

Nonlinear effects are not signi!cant in the thin layer around
the grating, and moreover the FDTD results show that the grating
layer preserves the complex amplitude and phase from the NLSE
(up to a scale factor in amplitude and an offset in phase). This is
shown in Fig. 2d by comparing the waveform input at the grating
layer to the waveform evaluated in the center of the vacuum gap.
The input and output pulses are nearly identical except for a
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Fig. 1 Electron based measurement of the accelerating !eld in a DLA. a Experimental setup (not to scale). The electrons are pre-accelerated by a radio-
frequency accelerator (GUN, LINAC) to 8MeV energy, and focused into the DLA by a solenoid magnet (SOL). After the electrons interact with the DLA
they are dispersed by a magnetic spectrometer and their energy spectra recorded. The incident laser group delay dispersion (GDD) is adjusted by an
upstream grating compressor (green). b Schematic of the DLA showing the relationship between the drive laser, electron beam, and the grating teeth.
c Electron energy distribution at the spectrometer screen for typical laser-on (blue) and laser-off (black) shots. Both spectra contain a total charge of nearly
3 fC. d Deconvolution of the two spectra in c. The shaded region bounds the variation caused by jitter as judged by de-convolving the on-shot in (c) with
many independent off-shots. e Maximum energy gain as function of the drive laser energy (error bars indicate a 70% con!dence interval accounting for
jitter in both time-of-arrival and the laser-off distribution). Simulated energy gains (green) are shown for an on-axis particle (dashed) and averaged over
many particles in a beam (solid). In all cases saturation is caused by dephasing while the accelerating !eld continues to increase linearly to 1.8 GVm!1

before nearing the damage threshold (red)
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optical parametric amplifier (OPA) generates infrared (IR)
pulses with a central wavelength of 1930 nm and a pulse du-
ration of 100 fs. The IR pulses with a polarization parallel to the
z axis illuminate the dual pillars from one side exciting the op-
tical near-fields [see Fig. 1(d)]. An ultraviolet (UV) beam with a
central wavelength of !UV ! 266 nm is generated via second-
harmonic generation and subsequent sum frequency generation
of the fundamental and second harmonics of the Ti:sapphire
laser. The UV pulses are focused onto the Schottky tip, with
a filament current below the DC emission threshold. Thus,
electron pulses are emitted via single photon absorption. The
resulting pulse train has an initial energy of 28 keV (" ! 0.32) and
an initial energy spread of!0.5 eV. After propagation through the
electron optics, the electron pulses have a temporal length of
" 400 fs, measured via cross-correlation with the laser pulses at
the accelerator structure [22]. The electron pulses are focused to
the entrance of the dual pillar channel. In order to increase the
temporal overlap between the electrons and the near-fields, the
IR pulse length is stretched from 100 to 650 fs using a Fabry–
Perot bandpass filter. This allows all electrons to interact with
the excited near-fields. We temporally overlap the electron pulses
with the laser illuminating the structure by controlling the arrival
time of the IR pulses with a delay stage. After the electrons have
interacted with the near-fields, they enter a magnetic spectrometer
with a resolution of !30 eV. The spectrally dispersed electrons are
incident onto a micro-channel plate (MCP). Spectra are acquired
from the phosphor screen of the MCP via a CCD camera and
integrated over many iterations for each measurement to improve
the signal-to-noise ratio. The spectral resolution of the detection
system in this Letter is limited to !200 eV.

Figure 3 shows the measured electron energy spectra for two
structures, with and without a DBR. The peak electric field
over a 9.0 !m waist radius for both structures is 0.5 GV/m.
We observe a maximum energy gain of "0.44# 0.05$ keV

for the structure without the DBR and "0.69# 0.05$ keV
for the structure with the DBR. This corresponds to 1.57 times
higher energy gain when the DBR is added. This result implies
the existence of a non-zero phase shift,"# ! 0.3$, between the
incident field and the reflected field from the DBR. The ideal
design had targeted a "# ! 0 to double the field amplitude
in the acceleration channel. However, this was not exactly
achieved experimentally due to the fabrication tolerances.

To measure the maximum achievable acceleration gradient,
we examined a different set of dual pillar gratings with a DBR
whose geometrical parameters are the same as the structures used
earlier. This time we used 28.4 keV electrons for different pulse
energies. We observed partial structural damage at a peak electric
field of "1.4# 0.1$ GV#m. Figure 4 shows the measured elec-
tron energy spectra for different incident peak electric fields
nearly up to the structure’s damage threshold. The energy spectra
broaden as the peak field increases, meaning that electrons are
gaining or losing more energy as the peak field increases. At a
1.4 GV/m peak electric field, a maximum energy gain of "1.6#
0.1$ keV is achieved. The acceleration gradient (Gacc) is calcu-
lated by the longitudinal energy gain ("E) over the structure’s
length (L),Gacc ! "E#L. We achieved a maximum acceleration
gradient of "133# 9$ MeV#m for a "12.0# 0.1$ !m long
structure.

To determine the efficacy of a DBR in theory and the accel-
eration gradient limit for our current structures, we performed
particle tracking simulations for structures with the same geo-
metrical parameters as the fabricated ones. Figure 5 shows the
calculated electron energy spectra, as the incident peak electric
field varies up to 1.4 GV/m limited by the structure’s damage
threshold observed experimentally. Here, 28.4 keV electrons
are chosen to stay synchronized with the near-field phase
velocity. The electrons are transmitted through the simulated

Fig. 3. Energy spectra of 28.1 keV electrons modulated by the ex-
cited near-fields between the two rows of pillars. The dotted line shows
the spectrum taken from the dual pillar grating without a DBR, and
the solid line denotes the structure with a DBR. Both structures are
illuminated by a 1930 nm, 650 fs laser beam with a peak field am-
plitude of "0.50# 0.1$ GV#m. The structure with a DBR shows
57% more energy gain for the same laser and electron beam param-
eters. This corresponds to a phase shift of !0.3$ between the incident
field and the reflected field from the DBR.

Fig. 4. Measured energy spectra of 28.4 keV electrons after inter-
acting with the near-fields excited by a 1930 nm laser beam with a
pulse duration of 650 fs inside the acceleration channel of a dual pillar
grating structure with a DBR. The maximum peak electric field of
1.4 GV/m is limited by the laser damage threshold of the structure.
The inset plot shows the maximum longitudinal energy gain ("E) as a
function of the peak electric field. A maximum energy gain of "1.6#
0.1$ keV is achieved for the "12# 0.1$ !m long structure.

1522 Vol. 44, No. 6 / 15 March 2019 / Optics Letters Letter
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Niedermayer et al., Phys. Rev. Applied 15, L021002 (2021)
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The DLA structures are pumped with a commercial
OPA system, driven by the same laser that drives the cath-
ode. The pulse length is 605 ± 5 fs intensity FWHM at
! = 1980 nm. The four DLA drive beams (see Fig. 1) are
focused to a 1/e2 intensity radius of 22 ± 1 µm and pro-
vide up to approximately 50 nJ each. The phase of each
branch is di!erentially controlled by piezo delay stages
with a stability better than !/10 over short time scales
(<1 s). The total averaging time per frame is limited by
larger slow drifts.

Both DLA stages are operated in the symmetric drive
configuration, i.e., zero relative phase between (a) and (b)
sides. The injection phase of the electron into the second
stage is controlled by symmetrically delaying stage (2) ver-
sus stage (1). The first stage does not produce a net energy
gain, so accurate measurement of e1 is only possible in
stage (2) and we have to assume the same power level at
stage (1). Together with the phase error (1a) versus (1b),
this is the main source of driver errors. The amplitude mea-
sured via the energy gain in stage (2) is also used in the
comparative simulations.

Two example experimental spectra are shown in Fig. 4,
where the electrons are coherently accelerated or decel-
erated depending on the stage-(2) injection phase. The
increase of the transverse spot size is small, since the cap-
tured electrons spend roughly the same time on focusing
and defocusing synchronous phases. The energy gain of
the bunch center is determined by the di!erence between
the edge of the spectrum and the injection energy, minus
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FIG. 4. Top panel: the data as recorded on the microchannel
plate (MCP) for di!erent synchronous phases in stage (2). The
speckles are electrons that are not captured but that still make it to
the MCP. Bottom panel: a comparison of the respective spectra to
simulation. The maximum energy gain of the bunch is 1.5 ± 0.1
keV with a spread of 0.88+0.0

!0.2 keV FWHM.

half the (simulated) energy spread minus half the point-
spread function. The resulting 1.5 ± 0.1 keV indicates
a slight overpower of e1 = 56 ± 5 MV/m. The energy
spreads are 0.88+0.0

!0.2 keV and 0.54+0.0
!0.2 keV FWHM at

maximum acceleration and deceleration, respectively.
The main measurement error is the spectrometer point-

spread function, which shows a broader spectrum on the
screen than in reality. This is visible in Fig. 4 in the
laser-o! curve, which exhibits a close-to-Gaussian shape
of about 0.2 keV FWHM. However, the energy spread is
still larger than predicted by the simulations after account-
ing for the spectrometer point-spread function. This excess
energy spread is caused primarily by three-dimensional
(3D) geometry e!ects such as the finite height of the pillars
and the mesa structure, leading to a possibly strong e1(x)
dependency (see Ref. [16]). Consequently, there can be
underbunching, overbunching, and deflection in the same
measurement.

A complete phase-sweep measurement is shown in
Fig. 5 with e1 = 53 ± 5 MV/m, close to the design gradi-
ent. A clear sinusoidal spectral dependence is visible, i.e.,
the energy gain can be continuously selected by the inter-
stage phase. Again, the source for the excess energy spread
is the vertical spread of e1 and, due to the lower energy
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jpk ! pk!1j
jpkj

< ! !B2"

For the case of the presented data set ! # 0.005 is found to
provide stable convergence and a consistent solution.
Around 110 iterations are required to reach the termination
criterion.

APPENDIX C: RECONSTRUCTION
OF NON-GAUSSIAN BEAMS

Our particle based tomographic reconstruction algorithm
does not assume any specific shape for the density profile.
Therefore, asymmetric density variations, such as tails of a
localized core can be reconstructed. To demonstrate this
capability of our tomographic technique, we show here a

measurement of a non-Gaussian beam shape and compare
the result to a 2D Gaussian fit. This measurement was
performed with different machine settings than the meas-
urement presented in Sec. IV. The electron bunch carried a
charge of around 10 pC. The transverse beam profile was
characterized with nine wire scans at different angles at one
z position. Therefore we can only reconstruct the two-
dimensional (x,y) beam profile. The measurement and the
tomographic reconstruction are shown in Fig. 8. For
comparison, we add the result of a single two-dimensional
Gaussian fit to all nine measured projections (Fig. 9). The
core and tails observed in the measurement are well
represented by the tomographic reconstruction, whereas
the Gaussian fit overestimates the core region by trying to
approximate the tails.

FIG. 8. Tomographic reconstruction of a beam with non-Gaussian tails. The nine measured projections are indicated by crosses in the
small nine sub-plots. The reconstruction result is shown in the larger subplot on the right (x,y profile). The projections of the
reconstruction are shown as solid lines in the corresponding subplots. The colors correspond to the different projection angles as
indicated by dashed lines in the 2D profile plot on the right. The tomographic reconstruction is able to represent the core and tails of the
beam.

FIG. 9. The result of a single Two-dimensional Gaussian fit to approximate nine measured projections. The measurement and the
beam profile are shown analogously to the tomographic result shown in Fig. 8. In contrast to the tomographic reconstruction, the
Gaussian fit is not able to represent the tails correctly.
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The function of the device was thus selected by tuning the relative 
delay of the two terahertz pulses and the electrons, all of which were 
controlled by means of motorized stages acting on the respective 

infrared pump beams. In focusing and streaking modes, the elec-
tron beams were sent directly to a microchannel plate (MCP) detec-
tor. For acceleration measurements, an electromagnetic dipole was 
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identi!ed as distributed Bragg re"ectors forming a micro-
resonator around the electron channel. The channel width is
272 !m, even larger than the initially de!ned clearance of 150
!m. These slabs exhibit grooves, which perhaps act as a grating
as well as a re"ector. We note that these features are good
examples of the superiority of inverse design over intuition-
based designs.
To fabricate the geometry obtained with inverse design, we

used an additive manufacturing process for poly(methyl
methacrylate) (PMMA). A stereolithography device, featuring
a resolution of 140 !m, is capable of reproducing the structure
with subwavelength accuracy. The so-obtained structure is 6
mm high and 45 mm long (Figure 1d). The holder of the
structure was manufactured together with the structure, and
!laments connect the pillars and slabs on top of the structure
for increased mechanical stability. We selected the Formlabs
High Temperature Resin as a material for this study due to its
excellent vacuum compatibility after curing in a heated vacuum
chamber.24 Afterward, the fabricated Smith!Purcell radiator
was inserted into the ACHIP experimental chamber26 at
SwissFEL27 (Figure 2a). The photoemitted electron bunch is
accelerated to an energy of 3.2 GeV with the normal-
conducting radio frequency accelerator at SwissFEL. A two-
stage compression scheme using magnetic chicanes is
employed to achieve an electron bunch length of approx-
imately 30 fs at the interaction point. At this location, the
transverse beam size was measured to be around 30 !m in the
horizontal and 40 !m in the vertical direction.
An in-vacuum PMMA lens with a diameter of 25 mm

collimated parts of the emitted radiation. A Michelson
interferometer was used to measure the !rst-order autocorre-
lation of the electromagnetic pulse and to obtain its power
spectrum via Fourier transform (Figure 2b and Methods). The
measured spectrum is centered around 881 !m (0.34 THz)
and has a full width at half-maximum of "9% (Figure 3).

! DISCUSSION
The observed spectrum agrees well with a 3D !nite-di#erences
time-domain (FDTD) simulation of the experiment (Figure
3). In contrast, a !nite-di#erences frequency-domain (FDFD)

simulation reveals that the design can in principal emit even
more narrowbandly, originating from the high mode density
inside the Fabry!Perot cavity formed by the two distributed
Bragg re"ectors on both sides of the electron channel. The
di#erence between the two simulations can be explained by
their distinct grid resolutions. The FDFD simulation considers
only a single period of the structure with periodic boundaries,
corresponding to an in!nitely long structure. Hence, the cell
size is small, allowing to use a high grid resolution. The time-
domain simulation, on the other hand, calculates the
electromagnetic !eld of the entire 50-period-long structure
for each time step. This high memory requirement comes at
the cost of a lower spatial resolution. Since the experiment was
similarly limited by the fabrication resolution of 140 !m, the
FDTD simulation reproduced the measured spectrum much
better. We also note that potential absorption losses in the
structure can reduce its quality factor and broaden the
radiation spectrum. Due to the small contribution from "! =
0.08,24 absorption e#ects were not considered here but would
dominate at higher quality factors.
We drove the structure with electron bunches with a

duration of approximately 30 fs (RMS), which is much shorter
than the resonant wavelength corresponding to a period of 3
ps. Hence, we expect to see the coherent addition of radiated
!elds. To experimentally verify this, we varied the bunch
charge. Figure 4 shows the detected pulse energy for six bunch

charge settings ranging from 0 pC to 11.8 pC. The scaling is
well approximated by a quadratic !t, which con!rms the
expected coherent enhancement of the THz pulse energy.14

We observe a slight deviation for the highest charge
measurement from the quadratic !t, which might be a result
of detector saturation (see Methods). We note that the
quadratic scaling would enable THz pulse energies orders of
magnitude larger by driving the structure at higher bunch
charges.
The THz pulse emitted perpendicular to the Smith-Purcell

radiator possesses a pulse-front tilt of close to 45! since it is
driven by ultrarelativistic electrons. Depending on the length of
the radiator and the application, the tilt can be compensated
for with a di#raction grating.
During and after our experiments, the structure did not show

any signs of performance degradation or visible damage. It was

Figure 3. Emission spectra. The Fourier transform of an
autocorrelation measurement with a Michelson interferometer
(black) is compared to 3D time-domain (green) and frequency-
domain (orange) simulations. The gray area indicates the acceptance
window of the spectrometer, de!ned by the angular acceptance of the
Michelson interferometer. The narrowness of emission originates
from the high mode density inside the microresonator formed by the
two distributed Bragg re"ectors on each side of the electron channel.

Figure 4. Coherent scaling. The detected pulse energy is shown as a
function of the bunch charge. In contrast to the linear !t (dashed
red), the quadratic !t (solid blue) approximates the measurements
within the uncertainties, which con!rms the expected coherent
enhancement. Vertical and horizontal error bars represent the RMS
detector noise obtained from a background measurement and the
uncertainty in the charge measurement, respectively.
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It has been recently shown that laser-based terahertz
(THz) radiation-powered electron acceleration and manip-
ulation provides a promising solution for construction of
future ultrafast electron sources that support high energy,
high repetition rate short electron bunches while being
compact [16–20]. At millimeter-scale wavelengths, THz radi-
ation has been proven to enable GV/m !eld strength [21],
which is well-suited for subpicosecond electron beam manip-
ulation. THz-driven electron manipulation can also be used to
compress electron bunches to sub-100 fs duration without
intrinsic timing jitter [16–20]. By combining the THz-based
compressor with a conventional TEM, Ryabov and Baum
[22] have compressed electrons to about 80 fs with ~10 elec-
trons/pulse and demonstrated its application in probing the
electromagnetic !eld induced by the excitation laser on the
sample. Combining the advantages of this laser-based com-
pression approach with a compact, conventional DC electron
gun results in an ideal platform for building a compact elec-
tron source and di"ractometer with a high repetition rate
and a temporal resolution beyond the current state of the art.

Here, we present the !rst demonstration of an ultrafast
electron di"ractometer based on a THz-compressed elec-
tron source. The output of a DC gun was temporally com-
pressed using a multicycle THz-powered dielectrically
lined waveguide (DLW), resulting in a source with
~10,000 electrons/bunch in a duration of 180 fs (FWHM)
at a 1 kHz repetition rate. Direct measurement of THz
!elds shows that the timing drifts were less than 5 fs
(RMS). The compressed beam was used to probe the
structural dynamics of single-crystal silicon demonstrating
high-quality di"raction patterns at improved temporal
resolution. These results pave the way for the practical
implementation of THz-powered ultrafast electron sources

in future developments of advanced ultrafast electron
di"ractometers.

2. Materials and Methods

In the experimental setup shown in Figure 1, the electron
beam from a 53 keV phototriggered DC gun is compressed
by a multicycle THz-powered DLW device. Its pulse duration
is analyzed by a segmented terahertz electron accelerator and
manipulator (STEAM) device not shown for simplicity (see
Ref. [17]). Ultraviolet (UV) pulses for photoemission in the
DC gun, multicycle THz pulses to drive the DLW device,
single-cycle THz pulses to drive the STEAM device, and opti-
cal pump laser pulses for the sample excitation are all created
using a single, infrared Yb:KYW laser system producing 4mJ,
650 fs, and 1030nm pulses at a 1 kHz repetition rate. The UV
pulses are generated by two successive stages of second har-
monic generation (SHG), 50 ps long multicycle THz pulses
are generated by intraband di"erence frequency generation
in a 5mm long periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN)
crystal, single-cycle THz pulses are generated via the tilted-
pulse-front method [23] in a LiNbO3 prism, and 515nm
pump pulses for the sample excitation are generated via
SHG inside the BBO crystal. The linearly polarized multi-
cycle THz beam is converted to a radially polarized beam
via a segmented waveplate with 8 segments. It is then coupled
into the DLW device collinearly to the electron propagation
using an o"-axis-parabolic mirror and horn structure that
concentrated the THz !eld into the DLW. The DLW design
consists of a cylindrical copper waveguide of diameter
790!m and a dielectric layer of alumina (Al2O3, THz refrac-
tive index n = 3:25) with a wall thickness of 140!m.

53 keV 
e- beam

OAP

Multicycle THz

PPLN

Segmented
waveplate

Sample grid
Excitation 
pulse Solenoid

Detector

STEAM streaker
Single-cycle THz

Pinhole

Solenoid

Figure 1: Experimental setup. A small fraction of the 1030 nm infrared optical beam is converted to 257 nm based on two-stage second
harmonic generation. The 257 nm UV pulse is directed onto a gold photocathode generating electron pulses, which are accelerated to
53 keV by the dc electric !eld. The same infrared laser also drives a multicycle THz generation stage, two single-cycle THz stages, and
pump laser for the DLW manipulator, the STEAM streaker, and sample excitation, respectively. The STEAM streaker and the sample are
on the same manipulator which can be exchanged for checking the pulse duration at the sample position or performing the ultrafast
electron di"raction (UED) experiment.
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